Johnson University has developed a Purpose Statement, Philosophy of Education, and Statement of Faith based on Biblical teachings used to guide the conduct and expectations of faculty, staff, and students. Please read each of these policies in their entirety in the University Catalog (found on our website at JohnsonU.edu/catalog). The following list (though not exhaustive) is based on biblical standards regarding our beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors. All who study at Johnson must commit to the following lifestyle. Complete this form and return to:

My Commitment to the Johnson Lifestyle

Johnson University Tennessee
Admissions Office
7900 Johnson Dr.
Knoxville, TN 37998
Email JohnsonU@JohnsonU.edu or call 800.827.2122

Johnson University Florida
Admissions Office
1011 Bill Beck Blvd.
Kissimmee, FL 34744
Email JohnsonUFL@JohnsonU.edu or call 888.468.6322

Living the Johnson Lifestyle means:

- Accepting the authority of the Word of God and the Lordship of Christ.
- Obeying campus, state, and federal laws. This includes abstinence from use of tobacco in any form, alcohol, gambling, and illegal drugs.
- Accepting all people without any gender, racial or ethnic discrimination.
- Keeping all interpersonal relationships wholesome. This means abstinence from all immoral behavior, including premarital sex, pornography, adultery, and homosexual acts.
- Abstaining from lying, cheating, and stealing.
- Abstaining from slanderous, profane, sacrilegious, obscene, or suggestive language.
- Using caution and discretion when choosing entertainment (including but not limited to television, film, video games, and internet), which may conflict with Christian values.
- Avoiding radical and faddish styles in appearance.
- Showing responsibility in commitments, such as financial obligations and work-study assignments.
- Striving to mature intellectually and spiritually.
- Faithful involvement in a local congregation.

Commitment Statement:

By enrolling in Johnson University, I am committing myself to the following statements:

- I hereby commit myself to full compliance with the principles and approaches to life established by the Commitment to the Johnson Lifestyle.
- I hereby promise to abide by the rules and regulations of the University that are in the Student Handbook found at JohnsonU.edu/handbook. If bringing my family, I understand this promise includes my spouse and children and that I am responsible for my entire family’s conduct.
- I further commit myself to full cooperation with university faculty, staff, and administration.

Applicant’s Signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Print Name: ________________________________
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